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2FA

Security

Ease-of-use

"As a CEO, Uniqkey allows me to
sleep peacefully because I know our
logins are strong, and securely
stored."
- Frederik Sandgrav, CEO at
Sandgrav Solutions

Only the best is good enough
At Sandgrav Solutions, they’re responsible for managing
a wide range of confidential information on behalf of
their clients. Some of this information is companyspecific while other information is GDPR-related
information such as social security numbers, sick leave
information, etc. “If Sandgrav Solutions were victim to a
successful cyber attack it would be catastrophic for us.”
states CEO Frederik Sangrav.
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Accounting &
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The Challenge:
Responsibile for managing sensitive customer data,
Sandgrav Solutions needed a security solution that would
allow them to start practicing better password hygiene
across their organization and make the use of 2FA on all
logins friction-free.

Before implementing Uniqkey:
Employees practiced risky password habits,
jeopardizing security.
Company devices and serivices holding access to
sensitive customer data lacked 2FA protection.
Employees stored critical logins in unprotected
word files.

After implementing Uniqkey:
All logins are stored, encrypted and protected with
military-grade security technology.
Uniqkey's automatic 2FA feature lets Sandgrav
Solutions use 2FA on all their services friction-free.
Password Generator makes it easy to use strong
passwords for services storing sensitive customer
data.

Want to know more?
For more information about Uniqkey or for setting up a free trial
please visit our homepage or contact our sales department at:
+45 70 96 99 67
hello@uniqkey.eu

Having the highest level of security possible without
complicating the workflow of their employees is a
top priority at Sandgrav Solutions. Because of this,
they decided to deploy 2 Factor Authentication on
various logins. In particular, they wanted to improve
the security of their login flow when accessing
laptops and encrypting hard drives.
This is incredibly valuable for both their clients and
employees, as all the information handled by
Sandgrav Solutions is of a sensitive financial nature.
“What we needed was a simple way to use strong
passwords for the many client-specific solutions
we need access to as part of our work.” says
Frederik Sandgrav. "Despite the risks associated
with it, it’s no secret that we often stored our
passwords in a shared word-file or notepad.”

Frictionless onboarding & people-first
design
For Sandgrav Solutions, implementing Uniqkey has
been an easy, frictionless and intuitive process for
everyone involved.
“Of all the software we use, this has been one of
the easiest products to implement. It’s surprisingly
simple for our employees to start using.” says
Frederik Sandgrav.
Knowing user convenience is essential for the
successful implementation of any new tool,
Frederik Sandgrav was delighted when the
onboarding process went swift and smooth.
“As a CEO, implementing new tools tends to be
stressful and time-intensive, yet this wasn’t the
case with Uniqkey. Their support team guided us
from start to finish, resulting in a frictionless
onboarding process.”
Using Uniqkey’s detailed Admin Dashboard which
gives Sandgrav Solutions complete control and
overview of all services and user accesses,
administrators at Sandgrav Solutions are now able
to onboard and off employees in just a few simple
steps.
“This is an extremely useful feature, adds Frederik
Sangrav, “But the built-in Password Generator is
the feature I’m most excited about. It makes it easy
for all my employees to choose – and start using –
complex passwords without worrying about
remembering them.”

